
Desirable Performance Behaviour



In BOTS we are continuously reviewing the performance of our Bots. We consider it our
responsibility to guarantee that we offer performing Bots to our customers. The objective of
this document is to share with you what kinds of behaviours can differentiate desirable from
undesirable performance. Depending on the strategy behind a Bot, different measures will
be taken.

An important number of Bots on the platform undergo a “Portfolio rebalancing strategy”.
These are Bots that redistribute the weighting of funds over a portfolio of assets. We offer
these Bots to crypto enthusiasts that want to invest in a particular group of coins, hence
customers likely subscribe to such a Bot due to fundamental reasons rather than its
performance. Same comes with “holders”, we offer them as an option for customers that
want to specifically hold a particular asset. As a result, there is no great limitation in terms of
their performance. In the case of there being consistent and significant drawdowns, beyond
60% mark, or discrepancies with traded assets and descriptions, we would consider taking
action and intervene.

The fun part starts with actual trading Bots, which engulf all of the other strategies available.
In BOTS we believe that every strategy should provide an advantage over a simple holding
strategy. We also want to make sure that strategies are able to manage risk accordingly and
are able to protect our customers from major depreciations happening in the crypto market.

In order to achieve the desirable, we adopt two different analyses:

1. The first involves a performance comparison between a defined benchmark and a
Bot - The Benchmark Analysis

2. The second one involves an assessment of a Bot's behaviour and its ability to control
risk individually - The Stand-Alone Analysis.

1. Benchmark Analysis

Before we dive into the actual criteria, we briefly explain how we calculate this benchmark for
each individual Bot.

The first step is the identification of all assets traded during the sandbox stage. A portfolio of
all assets will be constructed, taking into account position size percentages. Take for
example the situation in which 4 different assets have traded. The first asset was traded with
position size 0.2, the other 3 with position size 0.1. The benchmark will then consist of the
four assets having weights [0.4, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2]. If position size percentage were to change for
different trades in a single asset over time, then we take the last one as input.



1.1. Comparing behaviour with the benchmark

When comparing the performance of the trading strategy with the benchmark, we use two
main criteria: 1) Jensen’s Alpha, and 2) RAAROC.

Let us first discuss the famous Jensen’s Alpha, or just Alpha if you will. Alpha is a
parameter from the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM). It is the most widely used measure
for measuring outperformance of a fund with respect to a benchmark.

Jensen’s Alpha calculates the outperformance of the trading strategy compared to what we
could reasonably expect given the market in which the trading strategy is active and the risk
that we have taken. We consider any value of Alpha above the determined threshold to
prove a good performing behaviour.

Now we turn our attention to the Risk Adjusted Average Return On Capital, or RAAROC.
It is a risk-based profitability measurement framework for analysing risk-adjusted financial
performance. Here we compare the trading strategies’ RAAROC with the benchmark
RAAROC. If the trading strategies’ ratio is superior to the benchmarks’ one, the Bot is
considered to be outperforming the benchmark.

Details on how these ratios are calculated are reserved. This is to prevent possible
overfitting and manipulation to pass through our tests.

Ideally, we consider a Bot to be outperforming the benchmark whenever the two ratios show
positive results. This does not mean that if at any point a Bot does not meet this criteria we
are going to intervene and stop or remove the Bot from the platform. We are aware that
market circumstances may change and there could be periods in which the performance is
lower than expected.

A situation that may cause concern may be whenever a Bot keeps failing the criteria for
performance against the benchmark for consecutive months, during a period in which market
conditions seem manageable. If this was to happen, we would then proceed to take a closer
look at individual behaviours of the trading strategy and check its ability to manage individual
risk.

2.  Stand-Alone Analysis

The standalone risk and performance assessment weighs heavily on the ability of the Bot to
manage and control risk. Too much volatility in returns dramatically increases the probability
of bankruptcy. Trading strategies that yield small but steady returns are likely to outperform a
benchmark as well as a very volatile equivalent in the long run. Compounding positive
returns will produce great returns, however it only takes a few big hits to completely undo the
previously generated profits. Clients who are challenged with sudden dramatic losses are
likely to leave the Bots platform and not return. This is something we want to avoid.

We therefore closely inspect the realised and potential drawdown of a strategy at any point
in time as well as realised volatility. At last we look at the behaviour of the Bot with respect to



taking profits and cutting losses. The stand-alone parameters that we continuously monitor
are:

1. ROI: This is the most simplest and common performance metric. It is a ratio between
the net income and investment.

2. Max drawdown: This refers to the maximum loss between a peak and a trough of an
equity curve. The smaller the value, the better.

3. Total return / max drawdown: This shows the return divided by the maximum
drawdown. It is used to represent the potential gain to loss relationship. The larger
the value, the better.

4. Realised Volatility: Realised volatility is the assessment of variation in returns for an
investment product by analysing its historical returns within a defined time period.

We will now discuss each of the criteria and see how they may be used.

1. At the end of the day, the objective of a Bot is to generate returns in the long term. A
Bot not being able to generate any profit during the last 4-5 months can be a sign of
inconsistency.

2. Ideally, maximum drawdowns are not to go beyond the 40% mark. We believe that
big drawdowns are a risk of bankruptcy.

3. Total return over maximum drawdown would ideally be over the 1 mark. Hence
guaranteeing a greater potential gain to loss relationship.

4. Realised Volatility is to be below a certain threshold. The aim is to delimit strategies
with a volatile variation of returns. This value is used to add context, especially when
there may be concern about its ability to manage risk.

3. Analysing a Bot

Analysing a Bot can get quite complex and is not a straightforward task. The analyses
described above aim to provide context on how a Bot is performing during different market
conditions.

The analysis becomes powerful when the different parameters point towards the same
direction. We are aware that some criteria will not always be met due to (temporary) adverse
market circumstances. We are however always looking for consistency. A Bot able to
consistently pass with the specified criteria, will continue with periodical increases in market
caps and continue to be shared and recommended to customers. On the other hand, if a Bot
is consistently not able to meet the requirements, we would proceed to take action by forcing
the Bot Creator to make adjustments to its trading strategy and trade more conservatively.
This can also result in the removal of such a Bot from the platform.



We are aware that there are many other ways to measure and monitor performance. Here
we describe the models we currently use in our decision making. Other methods and ratios
are being studied for implementation, especially for those Bots that have been in the
platform for over a year, from which we have sufficient data to use other metrics.


